
 

 

TERMS & CONDITIONS  

 

The following terms and conditions apply to the contest titled Insurance hai Must Contest 

(“Contest”) to be conducted by New Delhi Television Limited (“NDTV”).  

 

RULES OF PARTICIPATION  

 

1. Participants have to register and send in their entries, on a form that will be available on the 

microsite https://special.ndtv.com/insurance-hai-must-41/ ("Website"). 

 

2. The Contest is open only to Indian citizens, residing in India. Citizens and/or residents of 

countries other than India are not eligible to participate. 

 

3. The Participants must be adults having attained the age of eighteen (18) years to participate in 

the Contest as on the date of the Contest. (All persons fulfilling conditions mentioned in 

section 1 and 2 shall be hereinafter referred to as "Participants"). 

 

4. By participating in the Contest, you ("Participant") signify your assent to these Terms and 

Conditions).  

 

5. Contest shall be open for participation on _10th April 2019 for two weeks duration. 

 

6. Employees, agents and promoters (including immediate family members) of NDTV and any of 

its affiliates and subsidiaries, and others associated with the Contest in any manner, are not 

eligible to participate in the Contest. 

 

7. The Contest terms and conditions shall be mentioned on the Website. The Participants agree 

that by participating in the Contest, the Participants shall be bound by the terms and 

conditions provided at the Website. 

 

8. The Participants shall be required to provide basic personal information about them including 

but not limited to Participants name, address, telephone number or mobile number and email 

address in order to register and participate in the Contest. The information provided by the 

Participants may be used by NDTV for internal purposes. Providing information to us is your 

choice. The Participant by providing the aforesaid sensitive personal information hereby 

agrees that NDTV shall have the right to share the information so collected with such other 

third party as NDTV is required for the purpose of the Contest and hereby agree that they shall 

not file any claim against NDTV for sharing for such personal information. By participating in 

the Contest Participant hereby consents to receiving information about Contest including but 

not limited to receiving information/being contacted by NDTV.  

 

 

https://special.ndtv.com/insurance-hai-must-41/


 

 

9. The manner, day and the basis of choosing the winner ("Winners") shall be fastest correct 

answers ( all ). The announcement about the two Winners and the Prize (defined below) shall 

be mailed to the participant once the contest is over. 

 

10. The Participant can win only once in this Contest. Any subsequent wins of the Participant (if 

declared) will be automatically void.  

 

11. Participants should ensure the accuracy of the information provided by them at the time of 

entering the Contest 

 

12. Method and time of prize distribution: Courier, within 60 Days 

 

13. NDTV may require Winners to provide valid photo identity documents including but not 

limited to passport and ration card prior to handing over the Prize.  

 

14. The Prize, when the same are in form of some tangible goods or materials or vouchers, shall be 

sent by post and/or courier to the Winners as per the address specified by them at the time of 

registering for the Contest. NDTV shall not be responsible if the Prize is damaged in the course 

of delivery through post and/or courier. 

 

15. Participants agree that no clarifications on the questions and the answers used in the Contest 

shall be entertained by NDTV. 

 

16. By participating in the Contest, each Participant agrees to follow these Terms and Conditions 

and is deemed bound by any decisions made by NDTV in its sole discretion, including any 

interpretations of the Terms and Conditions. 

 

17. NDTV including its affiliates and subsidiaries, and their respective agents and representatives, 

employees shall not be responsible for any loss of entries for any reason whatsoever including, 

due to any technical problems for entries received after the deadline as a consequence of 

computer service delays, interruptions, electronic failures or overloads, or for lost, misdirected 

or misplaced entries. The entries are void if unreadable, inaccurate, incomplete, damaged, 

tampered with, falsified, mechanically reproduced, not in prescribed format, irregular in any 

way or otherwise not in compliance with these Terms and Conditions. 

 

18. NDTV reserves its right to select and declare or not to declare the Winner in the Contest. 

 

19. While accepting the Prize, the Winner may be required to sign an "indemnity and release of 

claims" form provided by NDTV, as the case may be, which shall release NDTV of all liability. 

Failure to complete and sign any documents requested by NDTV may result in disqualification 

and selection of an alternate Winner. 

 

20. All decisions of NDTV are final in this regard.  Mere participation/submitting Entries in the 

Contest does not entitle the Participants to win the Prize. 



 

 

 

21. The Prize will be awarded to the Winners pursuant to verification and in accordance with 

these Terms and Conditions. 

 

22. NDTV may refuse to give the Prize(s) to Participant(s) in the event of his/her fraud, dishonesty 

or non -entitlement to participate in the Contest under these Terms and Conditions. 

 

23. The Prize is not transferable, assignable or exchangeable for cash equivalent. Only the prize 

Winners and no other person or agent, may claim the Prize. 

 

24. In case the Winner is / are found to be in violation of any and all rules of the Contest, NDTV 

reserves the right to initiate legal proceedings against such person(s) including but not limited 

to having the concerned Winners to refund/replace the Prize(s) won. 

 

25. NDTV has the right to substitute the Prize with other prizes of equal value, as determined by 

NDTV in its sole discretion. 


